
A FEW 5-YEAR REVIEW ISSUES 

Some 5-Year Review issues that should be considered by the Independent Review Panel:

CHANGING TECHNOLOGIES – Does DTSC really evaluate this in their 5-year reviews?  If not-- why not?  Have them review their portfolio of 5-year review facilities and see 
where the general  “approved technology” has been specifically reviewed and especially where it may have been superceded or found to be deficient.

CHANGING RBSLs OR RISK NUMBERS --- Does DTSC really evaluate such changes in their 5-year reviews?  If not-- why not?  Have DTSC pinpoint when in time its cleanups 
became risk-based and not “background” Have DTSC compare so-called background to modern RBSLs and report on any discrepancies. Have DTSC then provide a list of the 
chemicals for which the “risk calculation have changed---risk-based changeover to present? Have DTSC identify where risk numbers have changed by facility and by chemical--
-in a comprehensive list which of the facilities in its portfolio---both subject to 5-year review right now and those for which DTSC has approved a RAW/RAP but has not yet 
certified or certified but not approved an O&M plan---in other words "immediate" future 5-year review facilities. 

EMERGING POLLUTANTS - How has DTSC handled this in its 5-year reviews?  Have DTSC list the the emerging pollutants and provide evidence that staff has been directed to 
consider same.

EARLY BACKGROUND-BASED CLEANUPS---Has DTSC gone back  and evaluated in teh 5-year review process its earlier background-based cleanups to determine if 
background was properly determined and if the background values for specific compounds exceeded currently approved RBSLs, e.g. arsenic or lead decisions? Has it required 
changes the affected cleanups or blown off the issue? How has it handled such changes---for example the increased indoor air problems given by changes in the TCE cancer-
slope factor (see discussions by DTSC's HERO on indoor air)?

5-YEAR REVIEW DTSC UNIVERSE - What is the universe of DTSC 5-year review sites?  Currently, DTSC reportedly holds approximately 911 LUCs, which address approximately 
603 sites.  Are all of these 5-year review sites? The registries are located on-line

5-YEAR REVIEW CUPA UNIVERSE - Is there a comparable universe of CUPA 5-year review sites and does DTSC maintain a registry of these under its CUPA authorities? I am 
aware of at least one site in San Diego that was “cleaned-up” consistent with the NCP by a local agency but would like to know whether this is the rule or the exception

5-YEAR REVIEW CUPA TRANSFER TO DTSC UNIVERSE - How many of the existing 5-year review sites are originally from the Chapter 6.5 universe?  How many from DTSC and 
how many originally from the CUPAs?    Local agencies have regulatory permit responsibilities (Hazardous Waste Generator, Conditional Exempt, Conditional Authorized, and 
Permit by Rule) for a great many facilities---many thousands.  DTSC probably has fewer than 200 non-CUPA facilities under permit (RCRA and Standardized).  CUPAs 
frequently pass contaminated sites to DTSC without closure plans, financial assurance and of course without corrective action financing.  Cleanup at these former CUPA sites 
windup having to follow the NCP process---including the 5-year review requirements.

5-YEAR REVIEW DELAYS COMPREHENSIVE LIST AND ILLUSTRATIVE GRAPHIC YEARS BEFORE OR SINCE 5-YEAR REVIEW --- DTSC has gone ten or 15 years without a 5-year 
review at some sites. Require that the DTSC history of 5-year reviews be provided.

5-YEAR REVIEW CUMULATIVE RISK -  Has DTSC addressed cumulative risk in its 5-year reviews? If not now---when?

5-YEAR REVIEW---PUBLIC HEALTH GOAL (PHG) VERSUS MAXIMUM CONTAMINANT LKEVEL (MCL) ---How does DTSC address in a 5-year review the some of the 
discrepancies between risk-based evaluations of contaminants in the Office of Environmental and Human Health Assessment (OEHHA) PHGs and the continued use of 
Department of Health Services (DHS) MCLs or greater or none at all as cleanup number for ground water?  Specifically DTSC has a statutory mandate to use health risk based 
cleanup numbers. There can be a wide discrepancy between the risk-based PHG determined by OEHHA and the subsequent MCL set by the DHS.  DHS dumbs down the PHG 
to satisfy crybaby “clients”, e.g thenPHG of .07 ug/l for hexchrome being dumbed down to 7ug/l for the MCL.  DTSC uses the “dumbed down” MCL and has historically not 
even backed up into a soil cleanup level that doesn’t threaten contued discharge to groundwater to MCLs.
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